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ABSTRACT
This monograph, describes Freed-Hardeman College's

effort to improve instruction through a cooperative project with the _

faculty of George Peabody College for Teachers. Th report is
intended to be useful to other developing college .The faculty7development project,_ mostly funded under the Title III Higher
Education Act of 1965, consisted of summer and extended study leaves,
faculty travel to professional meetings, interinstitutional visits by
faculty membeis of the two institutions, and consultation by visiting
.scholars and specialidts. The report concentrates on the 1969-70
program. In an effort to organize the repoit around concerns common
to developing colleges in genergl, visiting scholars' recommendations
are grouped under the topics of purpose, fp.culty development, -

student- faculty relations, and instructional methods. Recommendations
included an emphasis on educAion rather than training and more
active particioation by the learner, which requires a new and more
active role for-the professor.-Appendix A provides a list of
institutional qoordintors, visiting scholars, and faculty
participants. Appendix ,B is an annotated - bibliography about tea-Ching

- in the junior college.. (KM)
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FOREWORD

This monograph seeks to describe one developing institution's effort
to improve the quality of instruction -and so to enhince the learning
opportunities of its students The period covered is largely between the
academic years 1967-63 and 1970-71, with major attention given to the
cooperative project implemented during 1969-70.-It is hoped that some
of the ideas examined, the activities pursued, and the directions taken
might be useful to other developing institutions.

Copies may be requested from the author or from Freed-Hardeman
Caw.
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L'FACULTiY DEVELOPMENTONE INSTITUTION'S PLAN

The developing concept is one wIlich is found in much of the currant
literature. Eugene Stalley defines an underdeveloped country as:

"A country characteTized by (1) miss poLerty which is chronic and not theresult of some temporary misfortune, and by (2) obsolete methOds-rc/N,..production and social organization, which means that the poverty is noteritirely due to goor natural resources and hence could presumably .belessened by methods already ,proved in other countries. ... Under-developed countries vtary widely in their needs, resources, social, political, and
cultural institutions. They all have, however, one feature in common, namely -tat their actual property, is considerably lower than,what can be gained fromtheir potential resources."1

For years colleges have provided special programs for student's who
enter college with inadequate educational and social preparation toallow then to make maximal progress in their new cdticationill
environment. Suck programs, once called remedial, are now con erascito be developmental.

Lawrence C. Hoyard, in the preface to his publication, Tale
Developing Collegesyrogram: A Study of Title III Higher Educatldn.
ft'Et of 1965, states, "Title III is unique among federai higher education
enactments. It emphasizes the developing rather than the prestigious orpopulous institution. Its effort is to identify colleges that have a ,potential to make a substantial contribution to our higher educational
resources:'2

bywith
the developing nation, it is difficult to define what is meantby tbe developing institution. The bill its if simply states that it isintended to assist institutions which for fin1ncial and Other reasons arestruggling for survival and are isolated from the main currents of

1 Eugene Stalley, The Future of 'Underdeveloped Countries (New York: Harperand Brothers, 1954), p. 13.
2 Lawrence C. Howard, The Developing Colleges Program: A Stud^ of Title IIIHigOr Education Act of 4965 (Milwaukee: Institute of Human Relations, The

University of Wisconsin, 1967), p.
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academic life. In the hearings of the Special Subcommittee on
Education of till. 89th Congress, Commissioner of 'Education Francis
Keppel identified the characteristics of such institutions-as follows:

(1) A developing institution has limited financial support, a small endow-
ment, and alUmni and friends with limited capital to, offer.
(2) It usually has relatively high dropout and transfer rates. These may often
stem from poor admissions policy, but whatever the cause; the result is often
a course of study heavy with remedial work and light on challenging'
assignments.

(3) It will likely have a slim catalog of offeriiigs within minimum prograna In
some smaller institutions, one or two faculty members may constitute a total
academic department.
(4) It can boast of little in .the way of laboratories, libraries, or other'
instructional facilities identified with higher education. ... Some danger
signs are the following: Less than 50,000 books in, the library for an
enrollment of 600 students; less.than 3 professional librarians on the staff:a
library budget of less than nts of the total school budget dbllate4ended.
(Half of our 4-year schoo s have less than the required 50,000 volumes; more
than half of all ourinstitutions of higher education fail in the other respects.)
(5) It has difficulty in attracting faculty members of high quality and cannot
hold those it does manage to attract. Such weaknesses are especially apparent
among those institutions with fewer than 200 full-time instructors. Fewer
have attained doctoral degrees: and their average annual earnings are nearly
81,500 less than those of their colleagues inw the universities and stronger
colleges, apds about S700 less than instructors in all 4-year institutions. The
faculty members of such institutions normally are called upon to shculder
heavier teaching loads than their colleagues elsewhere in higher education,
with the result that they conduct less original research, publish fewer books,
and present fewer professional papers and articles. 3

Commissioner Keppel's description referred more specifically to
four-year institutions', but the details could have been translated to the
needs of the developing two year college.Whether one is talking about
developing nations, students, institutions, or faculties, the concept is
tbe same. The potential is yet unfulfilled. An institution which seeks
assistance under Titles III of the Higher Education Act of 1965 must
first establish the'basi§ for defining itself as a developing institution. It
then must show its interest and intent to imp,rove..

3 Hearing before the Special SubcommIttee,on Education of the Committee of
Education and Labor, House of Representatives, 89th Congress, 1st Session on H.R.
3220, Chairman Adam C. Powell, p. 39.
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Past. as Prologue

As. a 60- year -old institution, FreccicHardeman College has a faculty
diverse in age, graduate preparation, and degree of professional
involvement in the activities of .academic societies and other
educational associations. In 1964-65, no instructor held an carried
doctorate, although some had a year or more of study beyond the
master's degree. A 1966.survey showed' that less than half of the faculty
had attended a professional meeting in the precedilig five years. Tlic
college was below tile 'th

einimum'level of degree achievement requiredby the regional =crediting association. Support and'encouragement of.
advanced study and professional' travel had been limited.

In 1966 the college set- aside moo for faculty development, an
amount which was doubled in 1967. Support for'advanced study'was
increased from half tuition to half salary, .still a modest aniount fpr
instructors with only a master's degree (the Minimum salary that yearwas $5,200). Instructors on leave were forced to supplement their
grants with half-time teaching assistantships or outLide employment,
delaying the completion of their program and the establishment of theirresidence. In the fiscal year 1967, a major grant of $90,712 was
received from the Developing Institutions Braila for expenditure in
1967-68. This was used, along with S55,291 in direct and indirect
institutional expenditures, to support a broad-scale, multi-pronged
program for faculty development. Twenty-one instructors studied in
twelve graduate schools. Overall faculty degree achievement was raised
from below 40 percent to nearly 50 pprccnt with two or more years of
graduate study (counting the degree achievement of National TeachingFellows and faculty on leave): Instructors participated' in thirty-two
professional meetings, reporting to deilartmcntal faculty meetings upontheir return. Eleven:-, of the rirteen idepartnients established
interinstitutional contacts with corresponding George Peabody Collegefor Teachers departments through visiting the .Peabody campus- or
inviting Peabody professors to the Freed-Hardman carfipus.

Federal funding of the faculty development program was notrenewed for 1968-69. However, cooperation between Freed.,Hardernan
and Peabody College continued on a limited basis. Thirty-five thousand
dollars of, college funds ',ere expended by Freed-Hardman for
continues faculty development.

In 1969-70 Freed-Hardeman budgeted almost $397000 for faculty
development.

. a.

Freed-Hardeman College

ezi
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The program. funded by the Developing institutions Branch in the
fiscal year 1969 was an extension of the 4i-her successful cooperative
arra=ngement with Peabody College, see/king to fiuther strengthen
instruction in rhea various academic disHplines at Freed- Hardeinan
College :an providing for full-year leaves/ for four and summer support

.
.

for ten f, culty members. i
Programs which arc granted federal /support and are cooperativ,e in

nature carry with them an obligation ,to be inutiilly beneficial to the
developing and the-assisting iifstitu ions. The program for 1969-70
sought to extend the benefits beyon the 'two participating institutions
by bringing ten of the 'graduate pro essoti under whom the-instructors
were studying in the summer orlon year leaves to the developing
institution campus for three visits of on t three days', thus

. azquaintini them with .the neasted challe ges faced by teachers in
,sm.all, isolated institutions. In adcAtion, a repo entitled Ou Teaching in
d Developing Junior College w0 to be prepai-edN,feL disseminatio,n to
graduate professors, prospective National Teaching Fellows, and others/'teaching or preparing to teach in developing institutions. This..
monograph is deSigned to se/rye that purpose, but seeks to provide
information beyond a escripiion of that one year's program.

The program called for the following procedures: '
a. An initial conferencci*to be held in early fall to adivaint the

/professors with the Institution and with the gcials of the project.
b. individual, visits, to ihe 'arranged with the approptiatb departnients

during 'which the/ graduate professor would meet with the
departmen't faCultlies,,would review the curricula, course outlines,
facilities, eqUip4ent, and library colic dons: and would visit
classes 8 an bserver or a participan in lecture-discussions,
becoming acqu. Tinted With the students at work.

c. A' final confervice to be field in Me late spring to share and
interact on oh'sarvations and recommendations submitted by the
visiting scho rs.

. -.

It was Pcabod, 's responsibility to secure the coope6ition of, the,
visiting scholars, piiteciPate in initial and final conferelice, and
prepare the manuscript for, publication: A list of the institutional
coordinators, iVisiting scholars, and participating faculty 'members iis
included in the appendix of this report!

' Fall Confer nee
In October 1969,, the visit4 scholars and participating faculty were

brOught tiogettier on the campus of freed-Hardeman College for an

191
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initial orientation to the college. its character and purpose,s, its students
and its faculty, and` the purposes of the faculty development program;
In the keynote address to the Faculty Developnient Conference,
Dorothy Knoell, Chancellor's Staff, Sacramento, California. recognized
that many of the characteristics of die developing colleges were those
most sought by comi milky college students around the country.
Students With whOm s le had talked had said that the kind of school
whicli. they would lik to attend would be medium to small, would
offer a liberal arts cu riculum with a faculty and staff interested in
teaching, would be loc ted away from urban ills, and would provide a
chance for service. Sue t 'institutions do exist but their future, like that
of the community college, is uncertain. Dr. Knoell kuggcstcd that if
Such institutions are to have a future, and if they are to be' effective,
ways must be Maud:

1. to achieve excellencewithout exclusiveness
2. to make liberal education more relevant
3. to truly care for students
4. to give service to the community, however defined
5. to attract and hold good faculty and staff
6. to provide for orderly growth in enrollment, curriculum, and

services.
As have most others, Dr. Knoell acknowledged money as a real
problem, for good staff retention ,old improvement, new equipment
and facilities, and the like all take money. A caution was offered.
Don't exclude those who need you.\

lh addition to the problem of money,: both.,the junior college and the
community college share other problems and questions which tbust be
answered if the institutions are to fulfill the potential which is theirs.
Theyare as follows:

a. How do we assess effectiveness? How do we know when we are
doing better or less well, and in relation to what and' hy? Our
efforts to date tenil to take two extreme forms: How well do we
like a course (program, study)? To what extent do we achieve our
behavioral objectives? While the latter is animprovement, neither
is very adequate. The first functions only at the feeling level and

- the second at the coldly objective statistical level. Somehow we
need to incorporate both feeling and data.

b., What arc we doing for our students who do not go on to a
baccalaureate degree and who are unprepared fora vocation? Arc
we providing for occupational counseling, placement, continuing
education? How can we prepare our students for the world of
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work, while avoiding costl);, specialized curricula? Ar*e \veina:nig
the best use of social, service, curricula and others without
expensive .facilities?

c. How well,ai'e we succeeding with our least able stu tents?-What can,
we do to improve?

d. How- are we adjusting curriculum to the changing needs of
individuals and soeiety while niaintaining necessary stability"?

C. How can we serve our local communities upop whom we arc:
dependent and by, vhom we may be resented? How can we best
serve our more remote conununitieschurches, alumni, friends?

f. How can we make sure we stay student-centered, not cfritent- or
institution - cantered. How can student services contribyite to this?

Each institution must seek its own answers. The SnsWers are not
simple, but some ofF.he solutions are suggested in exemplary' programs
and servicescnintifunity projects, remedial courses, international
'projects, in- service. training, cooperation with other educational
institutions. inner-city and disadvantaged concerns.

Still other questions face all institutions: how to implement concepts
of service to the community, develop skills, frill up seg-concepts; how
to institutionalize the "service to students" concepts with the college

`,lift and operation:1°w to provide a better bridge from home to life;
how to keep ficulty "refr-e0 1" academically and otherwise; how to
develop cooperative arrangements which 'arc mutually beneficial.

At tl)e close of the conference, Dr. Ralph Kirkman, Professor of
Higher Education, George Peabody College for Teachers, examined
some of the trends and directions in the junior college curriculum. He
stated that the church-related junior college's search for identity and
for a significant and meaningful role in the teaching-learning process is
related directly to its prospects for vital survival. The need ror :I careful
and intensive study of- the curriculum and for serious attention to
significant curriculum issues was recognized. He identified some of the
major issues needing consideration as follows:

). Should general and liberal education receive primary attention, or
should the acquisition of specialized competence be the major
goal?

2. Should part of all of the student's program be prescribed, or
should he be free within certain broad limits to choose his own
courses?

3. Should the curriculum be developed entirely along tradititnal
subject-matter lines, or should certain diagnosed life needs guide
in the selection and organization of the planned learning

1111
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experie ces 'of the student?
4. Should .,the curriculum ,be organized on a conventional depart-

mental basis, or should certain. broad groupings of-related areas be
considered?

5. Shbuld the formal provision for genera), education be largely
confined to traditional college parallel courses, or hould more
attention be given to the specific needs of students.aAndicated in
studies reporting the 'unique charactteristics ,A junior collegse
students?

/
6. Should learning experiences be selected and organized to cover a

field, of knowledge, or should they be designed to deal NA.:th issues
and problems in a releviint and significant manner?

7. Should degree and program requir'ements be defined in terms of a
certilin numberof course,credits,or should the quality and level of
a student's performance'on comprehensive tests be a determining
factor?

8. What are the'ser ate roles of facu lty and students in curriculum
planning?

Outstanding programs which have been developed' to answer these
and other questions were identified, not to \be copied, but to suggest
approaches which could be adapted to meet Freed-HarTleman's needs.
Dr.. Kirkman stated' that generally junior colleges require-a cone of
common studies but they ed to recognize the necessity of flexibility,
especially fOr the noncollcgc-bound student. He cited the Florida
approach to general education which consists of a modest core but
focuses attention on the needs of the individual.

Since it Was recognized that traditionally junior colleges admit a
considerable number of low- achieving students, a developmental
approach to teaching was encouraged. An exaMple of such a program
can be found at Forest Park Community College of St.,Louis, Missouri.
In its general studies curriculum for the disadvantaged, provision is.
made for teaching basic' academic skills in reading, English, and
mathematics while assisting'the individual student to,acquire personal
enrichment and to adjust to self and 'to society. Daytona Beach .f4unior
College has a special program of guided studies for 'Students with
notable deficiencies in academic skills. Lake City 'Junior Colldge has
.developed a variety of instructional materials for teaching reading to
low-achieving students. The program is lascd on the assumption that
standard English is a---"second language to such students. At Erevard
Junior College low - achieving students have course. scl:ednled on a
five-day-a-week basis father than the traditional three-day-a-week -*in.

e (12].
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It is- essential that the approach be developmental rather than remedial.
While cooperative work-study education attempts are not new to

higher education., they are relatively new to the junior college and the
American Agociation of Junior Colleges has expressed serious interest

CA in this approach to education. Although 'financial advantages to
students should not be overlooked, such shoull not be the primary
emphasiS: The Lop Campus of Chicago City College is located.in the
heart of the Chicago businesi district where students work half a day
and take courses during the rest of the" day. At the College .Of San
Mateo of San Mateo, California, the student attends classes for a
semester and then is assigned to work opportunity, alternating his study
and work responsibilities. Work-study "programS could be provided "by
most developing institutions in business, industry, governmel agencies.
health services, and social and welfare work, utilizing focal agencies and
those in nearby .metropfAtan areas. .

Programmed 'instruction and self-instructional programs afford many
opportunities for curricular enrichment in both developmental areas
and in the traditional academic disciplines,.and they "do not have to be
expensive. Many Junior colleges are beginning to use students as
"teachers." Students have some definite advantages in communicating
with bother students. Many tutorial services are piovided by abler and
interested students, extending the orientation piocess throughout the
full academic year.

The challenge to the developing college is to clearly identify its
`academic roleand to respond creatively to significant curricular issues.
This was the fhallenge left with the visiting' scholars, the faculty
participants, and the administrators of Freed- 1-Iardeman College.

Scholars' Visits ancl Reports
Shortiy after the fall conference a letter was sent by the two

coordinators to the .graduate faculty members concerning their
scheduled visits. They were told again that the primary concern was for
the improvement of instruction at Freed-Hardeman,;hut that it was
hoped that some of the suggestions and observations which they would
make would be relevant to ()diet developing institutions. Therefore,
they were asked to make, their report in two parts. The instructions
read:

Part 1an evaluation and recommendations ror the improvement of faculty,
facilities (classrooms, laboratories, library holdings, etc.), and instructional
programs and procedures. We hope that thes'e will be candid and concise, nd
accompanied wherever possible with specific and realistic suggestions.

[f31
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Part IIa consideration of a series of questions which have been examined
while on campus with your graduate student and with the departmental
faculty which may generate id-aas that will contribute to the improvement of
Freed-Hardeman, and which might also merit consideration by other
institutions. We recognize that you cannot address yourselves to all of these
questions in a short visit. Some may not be appropriate for your disciplige.
We hope that the clusters of questions may be helpful in making your
discussion more meaningful and productive. Those of you who were with us
in early October will recognize some of these questions which were raised by
Dr. Dorothy Knoell.

1. To what extent has the department or have individual faculty members
attempted to establish behavioral objectives for programs andcourses?
What knowledge, understandings, and attitude do they consider to be
important for students to acquire:

2. To what extekt does the curriculum reflect these objectives? How has
the curriculum been adjusted.to meet the changing needs ofsociety? Is

- curriculum static? Has it changed, and how?
3. What is or can be done for studentsnot going on immediately for the

baccalaureate degree? Arc there occupations into which these students
may move? To what extent is occupational counseling available and
adequate? What provisions could be made for placement services for
these students?

4. How adequately are we succeeding with the least able students? What are
we doing to mal-e it possible for them to succeed? Are remedial,
developmental programs desirable and feasible?

t5. How can we better serve the various communities of tjle college: local,
or the more remote communities of the church, altuanli, and friend's?

6. What provision is being made or could be made for continuing
education or in-service training?

7. How can we make students socially aware of the world around
them.z1dcal, national, and international?

-8. How do we keep faculty refreshed and academically relevant?
If yob consider other questions more important, please feel free to reflect on
them and give us the benefit of your best thinking. We are appreciative of
your willingness to work with us.

Copies of the report were provided each department and time was
providedAn the spring conference for discussion with the participating
departmental faculties. WriEten reactions to the report were requested

-of each department.
As indicated earlier, wry- implied criticism of existing methods or

programs and suggestions for improvement could be made of most
departments and programs in most developing institutions. The,visiting
scholars indicated further that often the same criticisms and need for
improvement could be found on their own campuses and in their own
departments.

1141
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2. IMPROVEMENT OF INSTRUCTION

Although the analysis of program's and recommendations were
developed by tl - visiting scholars for the improyement of instruction
for Freed-Hardeman College, they provide suggestions which are
worthy of consideration by other colleges-as well. Rather than'report
the findings in terms of academic disciplines, an effort is made in 'this
section to organize the recommendation.; around 'common concerns
related to purpose, faculty development, student-faculty relations, and
instructional methods.

What Is It That We Are All About?
,1

When at the Spring Conference the visiting scholars gathered to talk
about their experience and to distill from it what milit be said to all-,
developing institutitns, it was with the question_of purpose that they
began. One scholar forcefully expressed it:

I believe it was Robert Maynard Hutchins who some ears ago made clear,
the distinction between training and education in AmeriCan colleges. I would
quickly assert that, unlike Mr. Hutchins, I believe there is a 'good case for
training. If we consider the realities of American society today, we must
admit that many, if not most, occupations reqUire training; few require an
education. .

... Training is good. Done right, it teaches the trainee a respect for the
tools of his trade. It makes him value technique, form. It is practical. It
enables him-to tackle a specific task for which he has been trained with some
confidence that he knows the rules to lie followed. It is inadequate.

It is inadequate for a plain and simple reaspn: You cannot train a student
for life, but only for a specific occupation, a specific task. How wasted his
training is if he never has occasion to use chat for which he has been trained.
We must 41so educater4

I
0 . .

Dr. Robert A.. McQuitty gave form
'
to his ideas by outlining a

Neshman English course which would educate as well as train.
First, let's establish our objectives. Let's establish as our;goal for training:

primarily, a greater skill in writinKtban the student has when he enters the

4 Robert A. McQuitty, Excerpts from "Comments on the English Program at
Freed- ardeman College."

0.
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classroom and, secondarily, a greater skill In reading than he has when he
enters. For our educational gOals, let's assume that there is no "practical"
reason anyone would want to be a better writerexcept for professionals,
good writing does not pay off. We want our students .to be better writers
because good writers are good tl.inkers. Through writing, a person finds out
what he thinks, how much he has thought, how clear his thinking is, or how
fuzzy. We-want our students to be better writers because writing integrates
the personality, gives the person a sense Of self, helps him to mature, and so

, ona notion difficult to express except in these fuzzy generalities. As another
l'I d Ie ucationa_ goal, we want our students to learn to communicate because that

is what human beings do. Let's assume also that we want to develop attitudes
in the student, an attitude, for one, that sees the use of language as a
distinctly human activity, an attitude toward reading that enables thestudent
to respond critically and creatively, an attitude toward writing that is
creative.

These objectives would mean that we wouldnot penalize a student for the
lack of skill in writing he brings to the class. We can (only test his ability to>write at the end of the semester, not alon4 the way. If we like, we can
evaluate him along the way to help him tell how he- s doing,but none of his
struggles to write should be held against himno grades please. Nothing is
final until the end; we are interested in end products. And there is no reason
why a student's final grade shouldn't be to some extent determined by how
much improvement he has made, althoUgh I suspect we will want to have
some kind of minimal writing standard.

To maintain some sort of writing standard, we will need to meet together
and work out some standards. ... What is needed is agreement about what
makes good writing, not my criteria.

Once you have agreed, you- can attempt to evaluate student writing
objectively. Three times during the first semester (beginning, middle, end)
have the students write a 'theme in class. Have it evaluated by two readers
who do not know whose paper they are reading. Average the score and returp
it to the student. The first essay is diagnostic, the second gives you some bads
for a mid-term report. The last tells you if the student is now a better iter
than he was at the beginning of the semester. Let this be the ma or
determining factor in the grade he receives.a

Let the other mIjor factor be a booklet of'essays he will submit at the end
of the semester. There can be a minimum number of essays, say six,tand
perhaps a maximum number, say ten. The ,booHet that he submits repreSent's
the best work, pieces that he has, hopefully; been working on all ,semester,
pieces that he has submitted to you for skyggtions on how to improve,
pieces he has submitted to his classmates for suggestions. Ytu will probably
want him to write different kinds of things, so establish some categories.et
one piece bekan argumentative essay, another a piece of exposition, another a
personal.ejcperience essay, another ,a.piece that he has done some reading todevelop (but not a documentated paper), perhaps a comparison-contrast
topic, perhaps a free category. He will be writing more than one essay in each
category, because he wants to select his best essays to be turned in. What is in
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this booklet should not come as a surprise to the instructor at the end of the
semester. They will be essays he has been helping the student to improye all
semester long. Let the student see that writing is a' creative process, one that
requires extensive revision if it is to be really good. Let the siude,nt realize that
writing ik communication, an expression of self,to another person. Publish
student essays during the semester by means of ditto. Encourage students to
write for publication in the student newspaper, write letters to the editor of
their hometown newspaper. If you get some really interesting writing, collect
the work and publish a mimeographed booklet of best freshman writing.
Nothing is more stimulating to the writer than publication.

Reading. All good writers read. But what 'do they read and why? They
read primarily for ideas that Will stimulate their own thinking. The premise
behind the reading program I am suggesting is that the student must read
what interests him, not what you assign in class. Encourage free reading by
having the student submit a report every Friday on what he has read, just
titles and authors andlerhaps'a brief comment, no elaborate "book report"
or you're back in high school, killing the student's desire to read. You will
also want to assign some reading of model essays, essays to be thoroughly
studiell, not for their Yeas, but for their writing techniques. Probably there
should' be no more than a dozen of th'ese, as short as is consistent with
quality. Make clear that the reason for reading these essays is for the purpose
of learning to write. ...

What do you; -do in.class? Anything that will help the students te:13'e better
writers. Every class should be a happening. You read student essays to the
class.'You point out good writing, and bad; but you must not harp'on the
bad. Thstudent already knows that he can't writeshow him that he can, if
only haltingly. You may find, that almost all the students are havihg trouble

.,

organizing their essays. Then teach a lesson on organizing. Teach mechanics if
necessary, but for heaven's sake, don't start out to plod your-way through
your handbook. Refer the student to the handbook. Let him find the
solutions to his writing problems if he can. You are his coach, not his judge.
Certainly, you are no authority on writing. The best way to prove this to
yourself anti your class is to write with the students. Which is also the bestkKi
way to find out what the studet t's problems are. Capitalize on the excellent
student-teacher relationship at 'Freed- Hardeman by making student and
teacher partners in this difficult business of learning to write better.

Students will of course be upset by such a Freshman' English programit's
too teal. It demands a real response from the students; it is ndt systemized; it
may at tiAtes 'even be chaotic. But itrees both the student and the instructor;
it frees the instructor from the drudgery of reading dull essays. It frees the
student from the leish We too often place on his creative powers.

Such a program as I have sketchily outlined/ may sound wild and
unworkable, and too "progressive," but it is education, not training only. I
think it will work. It is the program I hope to have at Peabody next year.5

5 did.
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Faculty Development
It has been said that if you want to know in what an institution truly

believes, you need only to look at its budget. The, visiting scholars were
aware of the fact that for a number of yearsiFreed-Hardeman had
allocated a significant portion of its,budget to pro de released time for
faculty for graduate study. The level of federal snort which has been
made available has in large measure been possible because of this
evidence of prior commitment.

An institution's commitment to the development of its faculty finds
expression in many ways. It may seek to provide what Rens'is Likett, in
New Patterns of Alanagenvit, describes as an integrating principle of
supportive relationships:

The leadership and other processes of the organization ,must be such as to
ensure a maximum probability that in all interactions ,and all relationships
with the organization each member will, in the light of his background,
values, and expectations, view the experience as supportive and one which
builds and maintains his sense of personal worth and importame.6

Likert goes on to say that:
The principle of supportive relationships points to Ldimension essential for
the success of every Organization, namely, that the mission of the
organization be seen by its members as genuinely important. To be highly
motivated, each member of the organization must feel that the organization's
objectives are of significance and that l)is own particular task contributes in
an indispensable manner to the organization's achievement of its objectives.
He should see his role as difficult, important, and meaningful. This is
necessary if the individual i§ to achieve and maintain a sense of personal
worth and importance?

While Likert stated his principle in relation to government and
industry, its application to the educational institution and t'o9 the
developing junior college is evident. Those institutions which \view
tea,ching as central to their mission and the fAculty as essential in the
teaching-learning process are most likely to be supportive o'f the faculty
in their search for'growth and development. While it may be difficult at
times to see that what is good for the factory worker is good for
General, Motors, it is readily apparent that *hat leads to growth of the
faculty member is good for the institution. To the exteht that the
institution invests in the development of its faculty, it.invests in its own
good. Money provided for sttidy leaves, for attendance at profeskional

6 Rensis,Likert, New Patterns of Management (N4York: McGraw-Hill Book
Co., 1961), p. 103.

7 Ibid.'
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mectingsanct for discussion and consultation with 'other professionals
strengthens both the individual and the institution.

Specific areas' of instruction within each department need to 1;.
clearly define Ks and long-range planning shourcl provide for thee
developmen of faculty proficiency in each area. Faculty members Indy
be encOurag d to develop specialities which will complement existing
strengths. Some institutions' seek to guarantee a return on their
invotment by providing that an individual 'faculty member by teaching
a specified numbevf Years in that institution may be excused from thy
repayment of a portion or all of the monies made available to him for
advanced graduate study.

Still another means of faculty development, 'possibly, less likely to
bring direct returns to the institution, but worthy of consideration, is
the -cagy identification of students who should be encouraged to con-
sider cfiollege teaching as a career. Students who have had a satisfying
experienCe in the junior college iny have more understanding than
others of the contribution of this type of institution. There is little
danger of inbreeding of the faculty when the students,"'subsequent e
education and.professional training have of necessity been in one or
more other colleges or universities.

One means of 'increasing the opportunity for enrichment for both
!_r

students and faculty, is thaeliberate recruitment of faculty members -

whose educational and geographic backgrounds var'y widely. One ofthe
weaknesses apparent in many developing institutions is the tendency to

/employ persons of like background, from the immediate area ao from
the same graduate institution. This is\ understandable since many
graduate students seek experience and f0 ancial support by teaching in

- nearby colleges,.makii g available to those eveloping colleges fortunate
enough to be close t a graduate institution a ready supply of quality
instructors. Diversity 'of experienbe.and preparation makes possible a
cross-fertilization of i eas both in and mu of the clasroom.

One other means f supporting and encouraging faculty members
while they seek to e arge their abilities is by providing on the campus
an environment whi is open to new ideas, new programs, and new
and creative efforts. If when faculty are exposed to new.or improved
means of instruction the opportunity to implement 'their ideas is
discouraged or denied, the faculty will be lest willing to make the effort
to change in the future. Certainly it must be recognized thae.all that is
new is not good. However, no progress is made without change and
students and faculty alike need to be freed to examine nmy, ways of',
thinking and doing. Administrat'ors and other faculty memberS\vlo are
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threatened by ,the new .sometimes create an environment which
discourages or stifles growth:

, .7'.Because of limited fintnces. the developtg institution y find itself
tempted to assign to faculty members a acessive teaching load. Too
many courses, too many different prepay tions,.and too many students

.can only rssult in reduced time for stuff; , preparation, and research.
Thus, faculty and students suffer.

,

Faculty avelopment achieves significance as the institution
recognizes the . importance of teaching, rewar,d(' those seeking to
improve instruction, . and creates a - situation w' hic encourages
experimentation and innovation. At the same.time, the institution seeks
to minimize conditions which would limit.the time and discourage the
effort toward change. ,With all of thig said, the growth of faculty is a
personal thing which 'cornes only in the end by expenditure of energy,
time, and money by each indiTiidual. The completion of' the terminal

. a degree simply frees the faculty member of the obligation to meet the
demands ,,,of others and imposes insteaa'an inner discipline. Factilty

.

development rests ultimately on the faculty

I

Student-Faculty Re ations?

One of the virtues frequently extolled ink college catalogs is the
smallness of most of the church-related or priv.ate junior colleges. In a
time of increasing enrollments, it is easy to forget that almost half of.all
of the colleges in the United States still have'fewer than one thousand
students. dollege recruiters sp,e of the closeness of student-faculty
relationships and the intimacy f the small college community. It.is
true that such relationships may readily`be realized in the small
college; but it is unwise to equate smallness with closeness and
proximity with respect. Many small faLgies---are` divided, neither caring
nor concerned for their members. It is true that it is easy for one to lose'
oneself in bigness.,The to ted student tray be overlooked in the class
of two hundred; but he ma be overlooked in the class ofetwvity if the
instructor assumes that tales is nots'411eYe to be found. T e %value of
smallness may be lost if eac member of the commum y does not
consciously make the effort to capitalize on the potential for
hul-nanness. -..

.It is essential that thelinsti-ar gaIlibr needed information about its
studentstheir abilities, the r..., interests, their values, and their
educational and professional goals. Because the student body is likely
to be small, the faculty and staff for institutional research., may be
small. But research must be the responsibility of someone.

[ 20
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Because parents have traditionally expkted the junior collige, and
particularly the chtlich-rclated college, to protect and . guide 'their
sons.: and daughters, it is easy for the college to assume :a role in loco'
parentis. Whether this was ever an ppropriatc relationship for the
institution is questioned by many today. Whether it is even possible
today also is being questioned. because the students are youngall
freshmen or sophoinoresit is easy to assume that they are immature
and inexperienced. Howoyer, many students are better read, more
widely traveled, and more knowledgeable than students 6nly a few
year ago. It is true that many students do come to the junior college
from small 'communities and may even for a time return to such
communities. But with 85 percent of our populatio5 expected to be
living in the urban community if nbt in the larger mcgdpolis by 1975, it
is more realistic to expect that most these students will live out their
lives in the "secularcity.7The question becomes one of how in the very
isolated and frequently protected atmosphere which characterizes many
developing institutions one can prepare students for confrontation with
other members of this very unusual and constantly changing world we

-arc living in. How do the stud9nts get to kno,lw how young people from
other academic communities think? They] can read about things in

- magazines and newspapers, but verbal exchanges.are far more effective.
The subtle assumption of immaturity reflects itself in the instruction.

As one of the visithig scholars aput it.,"You don't become sophomore
by 'doing freshman work." Students are to consistently regarded as
passive receptors_ rather, than-personalities whose healthy \development
depends on active intellectual and emotional involvement. There is too
little confidence in the student's ability to read for himself and to
follow meaningfdl directions.

As with the 'need to free the faculty to grow, so too there is the need
for the student to be free. He must be encouraged to stretch for goals
just out of reach. It is helpful if he can find models in the faculty of what
it mean to be a thinking, caring person. He must have time free from
the demands of his academic responsibilities, and the demands of a
carefully structured extracurricular, program to find what it is to live
with himself and, to be.

Instrtictional Methods .

Teaching, like playing the violin or cutting hair, is an individual exercise.
One can lecture to a thousand people. There are teaching machines which
help students and save professorial time. But the education of an individual is
something which happens uniquely to him. The moment of insight can
happen anywhereon the football .field, in a dormitory bull session, in the

V
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library but it is more lit ely to occur between a wise teacher and a sensitive
student wheli a spark leaps from one mind to the other. This is why mass
production always cheapens education. This,is why academic labor, unlike
that of the factory worker, can be made more. productive onlY with great
difficulty .8

Such confroneationbetween a wise teacher t and sensitive
studentcan occur Nvith greater ease in the small college where the
emphasis i's on' .teaching. The question- becomes one of how best to
create a situation which will smaNirnize the chance that it will occur.

Junior colleges traditionally have admitted students with inadequate
academic preparation). The lack of a systematic procedure for
diagnosing special, difficulties and identifying general deficiencies leads
to gearing instruction f competent students to the needs of the
poorest, or at least to addressing the instruction to the lowest common
denominator. Students critically deficient/ should be identified and
either given extra attention or ptovided with appropriate separate
courses of instruction. It should not be assumed that the remedy for
deficiencies is more reading or talk by the teacher any more than it is
blank filling and other busywork. Diagnostic testing is essential with
programmed instruction, tutorials, and learning tapes madet easily
available to permit students to learn at their ,own speed. Even in the

junicir college it is possible to use more advanced and abler students to
assist others. More effort is needed to individualize instruction through
greater use of the learning resources cehter.

Emphasis should be placed' on 'the creation pf situations in which
learning is most likely to occur. The curriculum needs to be rethought
in terms of developments in society, the varied needs of students, and

(1 mord importantly the current accumulation of understanding about
.how human bein0 learn. T 1IC Skills and knowledge of mernb6rs of the
psychology and education faculties can be used to advantage by others.

The faculty needsto be concerned with using in their teaching the
current educational media. The concomitant of such use is that the

/ student receives reinforcement to:his reading by his professor's practice.
\'197t real plan for acquiring, maintaining, introducing staff to, and using.

such equipment should beestdblished.
Departmental faculties should meet regularly at appropriate intervals

to thrash out among themselves topics such as the proper goals of their
program and the hierarchies of purpose.; the psychology of learning as it

8 John W. Nason. "Crises attic University, " Exponent, Vol. 1, No. 2 (Minneapo-
lis, Minnesota: Federal Reserve Bank, December 1970), p. 3.
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applies to their field and productive tactics in toeying; the optimal use
of campus and community resources (such as library, bookstore,
activities in other departments, learning resources center, the local
'cinema, and the like) for the benefit of their students; the problem2f
critically deficic.ra students; the kinds of testing that provioi
educational cxperience3 that are most useful; and other matters on
which either common policy sis desirable or interchange of ideas
advantageous.

Perhaps the greatest concern must be expressed for the continued
and too frequent use of traditional teaching methods and the lack of
experimentatibn. Better use of the classroom might be made if the gross
amount of common reading required was reduced and the emphasis
placed on sharpening the concern with understanding, appre9jation, and
individual initiative in following up particular interests. Rather than
imparting facts, the lecturer might better be used to stimulate interest,
make connections, supply well-ordered presentation of matters students
are not expected to discover for themselves, and direct the reading and
other activities of class members.

One means of taking the student out of the classroom to-broaden his
.base of learning is to make better use of the library and, bookstore. The
student is not likely ro .(involve himself in library research if the
assignments arc all directed to the textbook. It is essential to give
assignments which require library search. The availability of
contemporary literature and paperback books in the bookstore
encourages students to begin to develop their own libraries and to find
some joy in reading. Faculty members responsible for areas of
specialization shduld be specifically responsible for upgrading and
keeping current the library holdings related to their specialization.

Theodore Newcomb has been writing for years about 'What he has
termed peer group influence: He says that much of what students learn
they learn outside the classroom, from one another. Increasingly,
students in their search for relevance have moved off the campus. They
have frequently the way in the establishment of tl e free university.
We need to recognize the necessity of increased field xperiences as a
means of providing the student with opportunities o apply their
academic acquisitions as they test and enlarge? hose acquisitions.
Regognition is taken of existing use both as related to the classroom
and in extracurricular.acti4ities. The push is for more creative use of the
larger community as an enviioninent for-learning. One suggation which
has only been explored tentatively is the area of cooperation -with other
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institutions. Joint appointments, adjunct professors, and coordinated
course and library development all bear thorough examination.

SUMMARY

This report has sought to describe Freed-Hardman'. Colleges effort
to improve instruction. Freed-Hardeman defined itself as a developing
institution, and by, so doing recognized that it was in some real way.
"out of the mainstream" of American higher education, in part because
of limited finances, in part by its location, and in part by earlier lack of
funds for advanced study of faculty. The focus of the Concern has'been
with faculty development.

Money was budgeted for study leaves for faculty. With support from
USOE, an initial year's effort established contact with the faculty

of George Peabody College for Teachers. Visits were ex-changed
between faculty members of corresponding departments. The visits and
cooperation were continued, though unfunded, throughout 1968-69.
The year 1969-70, again with federal support, extended the relationship
with Peabody to include members of the faculty o'f six other institu-
tions in which Freed-Hardeman faculty were pursuing doctoral study. It
is with this latter year that this monograph has largely dealt.

The program began with a conference ity the fall of 1969. In the
spring of 1970 the same group of faculty, administrators,_and visiting
scholars were brought back together to examine what had been learned.
Much of that discussion 'has been distilled in the preceding section. The
spring conference closed with a luncheon address by the Peabody
coordinator who attempted to sum up what had been said and what
had not been said. Some a the ideas are shared in this concluding
section.

While we had talked much about teaching, the emphasis must be
placed on learning. This means that we recognize that.it is the student
who learns. And all learning involves participation on the part of the
learner. Thervis a need co seek a new role definition for the professor
from that of the dispenser. of knowledge or more often of facts (which
incidentally will soon no longer be accepted as fact) to that of a person
who creates an environment for learning and a role model for the
student of what it means to be a student. We need both to ,allow
students to learn and to encourage them to learn.

24
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The nature of the collegiate enterprise is concerned with the creative
use of the mind, what some have called creative realism..Too little
effort has been made to distinguish between- training and education.
Much, if not most, of what goes on in our classrooms is training. Too
much time is spent in reading the textbook and explaining it. Dr.
Ohmer Milton, Professor -of Psychology at the UniArsity of Tennessev,
tells'of meeting his class on the first day of the quarter and announciig
that there would be--no lectures. A hand went up and.one girl asked,
"But Dr. Milton, who will' explain the text?" To which he responded,
"Have you seen the _text?" "No." "Then how do.you know it needs
explai;iing?" Too often we sell our students short. They can read. They
can think. if not, the classroom is not the place to provide the nefled
training. But tweHie years of experience in elementary and secondary ,
schools'has led students to expect and accept this.

We need to help students identify the kinds o' questions which need
to be, asked.and to recognize the kinds of questions which cannot be
answered in a rational manner. We need to emphasize the limitations of
language and to channel the creative interests of students so as to give
them a chance to do 'clings oil' their owulet them do their own thing.

How can this be done? It requires gyeker participation in class in
meaningful discussion at the thinking. feeling, and,exieriencinglevel. In
mathematics, it means-more time at the chalkboard with the chalk in
the hands *of the students, not the professor. It means that much more
learning should take place outside the conventional classroom. My
colleagues across the nation tall`, about the college of 1980's without
clAssrooms, where you learn art in nitiseums, sociology in the city, and
chilnevelopmencin day-care centers. The students would.'tell us to go
where the Action is. The classroom can best be used to relate theory to
practice.

Another Iconcern which was expressed, one which is common to
institutions in rural or small-town locations, particularly where there is
a strong religious orientation, is that such situations can encourage a
kind of isolationism which is restrictive. Students need to be more
involved in, the social issues of the day not only in terms,of the Ithcal
community but in terms of national and international issues. Libraries
and bookstores tend to be filled with "safe" books. More current
magazines, newspapers, and other- contemporary literature are nbeded.

Both students and faculty: need tins \stimulation from outside.
Faculty members need the opportunity to attend professional meetings,
They need to read professional journals. They peed the stimulation of
discussion in faculty meetings and departmental meetings on what is

I 25 I
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important to be learned and what iii the 'discipline is significant. Both
students and facu'Ity:-need greater exposure to a spectrum of ideas and
the recognition of the existence of a variety of positions. 'At times we
need to have 'Oeople come in and "shake us up. We 'we'd to
preparing today fOi tomorrow and fo'r ten years from tomomow.

It is this that we have been and`must continue to be about..

?If
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APPENDIX A

INSTITUTIONAL COORDI NATORS
Dr. John David Thomas. Acadetnic,Dean, Freed-Hardeman College

Dr. Ida Long Rogers, Professor of Higher Education and Director. Tennessee Col
lege Association Center for Higher Education. George Peabody College for Teach-
ers, Nashville. Tennessee

VISITING SCHOLARS
Dr. Earl E. Bradley, Chairman cif Graduate Studies in Speech. So.ithern Illinois
University. Carbondale, Illinois

Dr. Kenneth Davis, Jr., 'Associa te Professor of Music, Harding Colkge, Searcy,
Arkansas

Dr. Louis E. Dollarhide, Professor of English, University of Mississippi, University.
Mississippi

Dr-. William J. Griffin, Professor of English, George Peabody College for Teachers.
Nishville, Tennessee

Dr. Willard A. Kerr, Chairman, Department of Psychology, Middle Tennessee State
University, Murfreesboro, Tennessee

Dr. James P. Key, Associate Professor of Mathematics and Physics, rge Peabody
College for Teachers, Nashville, Tennessee

Dr. Annell Lacy, Assistant Professor of Business Education, Georgia State College,
Atlanta, Georgia

Dr. Robert A. McQuitty, Assistant Professor of English, George Peabody College
for Teachers, Nashville, Tennessee

Dr. Harry B. Miller, Chairman, Department of Elementary Education. Memphis
State University, Memphis, Tennessee, Reading Consultant

Dr, Charles W. Taylor, Chairman, Department of Accotintancy, University of
Mississippi, University, Mississippi

Dr. Howard W. Tessen, Profess& of Modern Languages and Linguistics. Memphis
State University, Memphis, Tennessee

' FACULTY PARTICIPANTS
Mary D: Bloomingburg, Spanish
Dale Buckley, Business Education
John Bob Hall, Speech and Broadcasting
Thomas H. Holland, Speech
Leonard Johnson, Education and Psychology
Porter King, English
Robert Landon, Mathematics

t Joy McDaniel, Reading
James McGill, English
R. C. Oliver, English
Walker Whittle, Business Administration
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APPENDIX B

TEACHING IN THE JUNIOR COLLEGE

An Annotated Bibliography
(1960-1970)

Bard, Harry. "Teaching at the Junior College Level: Some Guideposts for the
Improvement of Instruction." Junior College Journal, 32:437-440, April 1962.
This article presents a list of 40 guidelines suggested by the president of the
Baltimore Junior College -for the junior college instructor wishing to improve his
teaching through its objectives, curriculum, content, planning, instruction and
instructor,,and materials.

Bean, Alvin T. SomeComparisons Between Conventional College Teaching Methods
and a Composite of Procedures Involving Large Lecture Croups, Seminars, and
Reduced Class Time. North Texas State University (Ed. D. Dissertation), 1969.
151 P-

The purpose of this study was to determine differences in achievement, attitude,
and critical thinking in junior college freshman subjects that could be attributed
to either of two ways of teaching English/and history and to use the data to
make decisions on pupil deployment and on plant and staff use. The author
discusses the implications of this study and offers recommendations concerning
further study of the relationship of subject matter, teacher method, and teacher
competence to academic achievement.

Bell, Ronald E....Asp-Analysis of Certain Elements on an Audio-Tape Approach to
Instruction. University of Washington (Ph. Q. Dissertation) 1969. 97p.
This study was designed to determine the association between selected variables
and an audio -tae approach to instruction. The experimental instructional
program was conducted at Shorelir.e Community College, Seattle, Washington.

Bogdan, James A. "Honors in History: A Junior College Experiment." Junior
College journal, 33:185-189, December 1962.
The author reports on his success in teaching an honors course in history at
freshman level. Independent reading, oral and written reports replaced the
traditional lecture method.

Bonin, Adelyn S. "A Language Laboratory Approach to Teaching English to the
Foreign Student." Junior College Journal, 31:104-106, October 1960.
The author presents an evaluation of methods of teaching English to foreign
students and application of the language laboratory to this specialized teaching
problem.

BoycOciarcia. Teacher Evaluation: Toward finprovini Instruction. Washington,
D.C., American Association of Junior Coll s, 1970.4p.
This review of documents on junior colt ge teacher evaluation is concerned with
the guidelines and principles for evaluation, criteria for judging instructor
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effectiveness, selection of suitable evaluators, and the administration of effective
methods of evaluation.

Canavan, Joseph P. "Compensations and Problems of Junior College Training."
Junior College Journal, 32:509-516, May 1962?

This is a speech presented at the 42nd American Association of Junior Colleges
Convention in which the author presents his views concerning the rewards and
responsibilities of junior college teaching.

chance, Clayton W. "Teaching Descripiive. Geometry with Colored
Transparencies." Junior College Journal, 31:46569, April 1961.
This is a follow-up itudy on the subject of transparencies in teachinggeometry.
It contains a tabulation and time sequence breakdown of the production and
cost analysis of the colored transparencies.

Cohen, Edward. Faculty for TeachingLearning: Proposed New Graduate Centers
for the Systematic Preparation for Community College Teachers. ERIC, 1970.
?81p.

The author discusses 1n-service and preservice programs for junior college
instructors at the proposed new graduate canters; special programs relatpd to
staffing the programs for career and occupational students; and the variety of
services that could be offered to community colleges by the centers.

Collins, John J. "An Experiment in the Use of Teaching Machines." Junior College
Journal, 33:73-77, October 1962.
The author points out that the programmed course was effective as reflected by
student performance, and that the attitudes of students to and automated
instruction were overwhelmingly favorable..

_
Crooke, H. A. "Teaching and the Community College." Contemporary Educatiim,

41:38-41, October 1969.

Dannick, Lionel, and Carson, Robert B. "The Seminar Method and the Junior
Collegg." j unior College Journal, 33:204.209, December 1962.
The authors of this article recognize the, limitations and difficulties involved in
the use of the seminar, but, based upon their experience with a group at
Cazenovia College, they make a plea based upon significant learning gains.

"EmphasisToward Greatness-3in Teaching ." Junior College Journal, /40:3,
June July 1970. 4

This editorial summarizes the activities of two summer conferences focused on
the creative development of instructionthe Conference on the Problems of
Teachers and Teaching in the Two-Yearreo.lege at Bennett College;Milbrook,
New York, and the Seminar for Great Teachers at Westbrook Junior College,
Portland, Maine. Both Conferences were founded by Roger Garrison.
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Faculty Work Load: Report of a Survey in Two-Year Colleges.' Washington, D.C.,
National Faculty Association of Coinmukity and Junior College, 1970. 10p.
This is a survey of faculty course load.requirements and their relationship to the
college size, location, and degree of faculty participation in determining their
work conditions.

Fc 's, Jack D. "Research, Teaching and Excellence." Junior College Journal,
o7:7-9, December 1966January 1967.
The author approaches the problem of the widespread belief that sch larly
research and excellence in undergraduate teaching are antithetical with the idea
that a teacher's competence depends on-the times and opportunity available for
professional development in both research and teaching skills.

Fredenburgh, Franz A. "Innovating Instruction Through.Team Teaching."Junior
College Journal, 37:12-18, October 1966.
This article discusses problems of different methods Of teaching and suppoirts the
idea of team teaching in the junior college.

Freligh, Edith A'. Large-Croup Instruction in Remedial English. Huntingdon Beach,
California, Golden West College, 1969. 7p.
Follow-up studies reported in this study show that the student who copletes
the remedial program and proceeds to freshman composition has a better chance
of success than the initially qualified student who was not required to enroll in
remedial courses.

Garrison, Roger H. "Effective Administration for Superior Teaching." Junior
College Journal, 32:517-525, May 1962.
The author of this studypakes suggestions for the encouragement of superior
teaching even though he recognizes the difficulties in defining what is meant by
the term. The major activity of a good teacher and that of an ineffective teacher
is identified.

Garrison, Roger H. "Reality and Illusion in Teaching." Junior College Journal,
34:15-19, February 1964.
The author presents a point of view on teaching which'conceives of learning as a
genuine involvement in a discipline by both teacher and student.

Garrison, Roger H. "Teaching as Couns 'ing." Junior College Journal, 33:12-15,
October 1963.

The author views person-to-person counseling as an integral part of each
teacher's role. The limitations of this role definition are dicussed,

Garrison, Roger H. Teaching in a Junior College, a Brief Professional Orientation.
Washington, D.C., American Association of Junior Colleges, 1968. 30p.
The first section of this publication describes the junior college, its structure and
governance, its variety of programs and students, its place in higher education,
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and its philosophy of instruction. The next section presents a model of a prIn
college and lists six major concerns of the instructor. The last section bffe sadvice and gives examples pf practices, in both method and attitudes, fcjr

-successful teaching.

Harvey, John F. "The Role of Junior College Library in Classroom Instruction."
Junior College Journal, 32:441-447, April 1962.
The author describes the Stephens College library program; recommends its
emulation, and then .makes suggestions for ways for utilizing the library in the
instructional program.

Hatch, Winslow. "Research in Class Size in Relationship to Effective Teaching."
Junior College Journal, 32:21-27, September 1961.
The author identifies and analyzes the elements in class size and teaching
effectiveness with working hypotheses formed, and relates the implications for
junior colleges.

Improving Instruction in the Two-Year College: Proceedings of a Conference for
Two-Year College Teams., Boone, N.C., Appalachian State University. 1969. 86p.
This paper treats the subjects including the needs for dearly stated learning
objectives, the nature and implications of the newer instructional media, the
improvement of instruction through group dynamics, the needs of the two-year
colleg%student,etc.

Ivey, Nathan A. "The Part-time Instructor and Effective Teaching."Junior College
Journal, 31:40-43, September 1960.
A discussion of proposals and recommendations for the recruitment, selection,
orientation, in-service training, and an evaluation of part-,time professors in
higher education.

Johnson,. B. Lamar, ed. New Direction for Instruction in the Junior" College.Occasional Report No. 7, uhior College Leadership Program. Los Angeles,
California, School of Edue ti n, University of California, 1965. 132p.

,A collection of reports presented at the National Conference on New Directions
for Instruction in the Junior College, in 1964 includes: New Directions, Case
Studies, Programmed Instruction, and Television in Instruction.

Kilpatrick, Gordon. A Consideration of Teaching Load in American Junior Colleges
Los Angeles, University of California, 1967. 22p.
The author suggests a teaching load measurement formula to equalize the load
credit given to teachers of various kinds of classes in terms of number of
preparations, course differences, class size, clerical assistance, student advising,
committee work, and overload.

Kinsinger, Robert E. "Stretching Instructional Talent." Junior College Journal,35:22-25, October 1964.
The author reports 'a pioneering experimentation with closed-circuit television
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for clinical instruction. The development of a relatively inexpensive videotape
recorder should stimulats junior colleges to more experimentation.

Kitzhaber, Albert R. The Two-Year College and the Teaching of English. A Report
of the Incoming President/of the National Council of Teachers of English to the
Executive Committee, &ember, 1963. Champaign, III., National Council of
Teachers of English, 19'3.
This report, based on a survey.of 215 junior colleges, describes the junior college
and its educational objectives. General suggestions for the improvement of the
two-year college and the teaching of English are furnished.

Kuhns, Eileen P. "Part-time Faculty." Junior College Journal, 33:8.12, January
1963.

The author presents many reasons why the part-time instructor is a vitalizing
influence in junior college teaching. Especially noteworthy is the reference to
retired people who bring to the classroom a lifetin e of experience and exercise
in a specialized field.

McVay, Donald R. Vide6taped Instruction for the Teaching ofSkill. Seattle,
Shoreline Community College, 1969. 16p.

The author attempts to compare the effectiveness of videotaped segments with
that of conventional teaching methOds through an experimentation conducted at
Shoreline ..:ommunity College. It was concluded that wider use of videotaped
instruction for the teaching of skill would be beneficial.

Merson, Thomas B. "Commission Commitments: Commission on Instruction."
Junior College Journal; 33:26-28, February 1962.

This report of the Commission .on Instruction of the AAJC indicated an interest
in (1) problems of remedial or repair teaching, (2) problems of stimulating an
increased supply of well-prepared junior college teachers, and (3) instructional
problems encountered by new junior college faculty.

Merson, Thomas B. "Commission Commitments: Instruction Improvement
Workshops." Junior College fov.rnal, 4:19, October 1963.
This article reports on success of a workshop on the improvement of instruction
held at E-nnett College, June 16-22, 1963, and the organization of other
workshops in other sections of the nation.

Monaco, Lawrence H. "Teaching Biology in the junior College.." American Biology
,Teacher, 27:30.32, January 1965.
This article deals with the role taken by Dutchess Community College,
Poughkeepsie, New York, in teaching biology and the related sciences to junior
college-students.

O'Connor, Edward F., Jr., and Justiz, Thomas B. Identifying the Effective
tastructor. Los Angeles, University of California, 1970, 34p.
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- This paper describes the application of Justiz's measure of general teaching(1968) to junior college instructors. The procedure for conducting the study ispresented in detailed form.

Pessen, Edward. "How Does the Professor Spend His Time?" Junior CollegeJournal, 32:280-283, January 1962.
The author points out the heavy load of assignments required to the juniorcollege instructors. The average professor (in the author's department at StatenIsland CoMmunity College, New York) spent more than 40 hours per week inpreparation for and teaching of classes, counseling students, andsextracurricularassignments.

Peterson, Basil H. "An Experiment in Large Class Instruction." Junior CollegeJournal, 31:74-77, October 1960.
The author describes the method of planning, intmenting and evaluating an
experimental large class in U.S. history at Orange Coast College in California.

Pyle, Gorden B. "Strengthening the Junior College Teaching Profession." JuniorCollege Journal, 32:526-533, May 1962:
A speech presented at the 42nd American Association of Junior CollegesConvention points out the need for change in the pace and posture of junior
college instruction and explains ways of how to accomplish this.

Rapp, Marvin A. "Making Teaching More Effective." Improving College andUniversity Teaching. 9:163-165, Autumn, 1961.
This article contains a description of a program coordinated by the StateUniversity of New York to'improve the various community collegLe. In theauthor's opinion, no matter how effective the teaching may be, it can always beimproved.

Report to the Commission on Instruction of the American A ,ciatIon of Junior
Colleges. Washington, D.C., American Association of Junior Colleges, 17..70. 20p.
This report focuses on the development of a rationale and of a tentative set ofguidelines for evaluating community junior college instruction.

Roberts, John L. "A Plan to Abandon Teaching Facts." Junior College Journal,35:23, March 1965.

An experience with an electronic teaching device at Bradford Junior C011ege
suggests-we may be able to abandon the teaching of facts and the delmatstration
of scientific equipment during lecture and laboratory time.

Roueche, John g.. "Superior Teaching in Junior Colleges: Research Needed."
Improving College and University Teaching, 16:33-35, Winter, 1968.
The author points out that effective institutional research progr.ams are theresults of a commitment to the need for research as a prerequisite toinstructional planning.
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Sarko, Lttura."The Problem of Teaching in the Community Colleges." Journal of
Higher Education, 35:.384-386, October 1964.

The author presents a brief discussion of the problem of academic freedom'for
faculty in community colleges. Sarko feels that until they are freed from high
school chores, the faculty will not function effectively as teachers and scholars.

Schulman, Benson R. Teaching the High Ability, Low Achieving Student: Individ-
ualized Instruction in Action; An Attack on Fluman Isolation. Washington, D.C.,
American Association of Junior Colleges, 1969. 31p.

Shugrue, Michael F. "The National Study of English in the Junior College."Junior
College Journal, 40:8-12, June -July 1970.

An abridged report on a cooperative study of the preparation of junior College
English instructors conducted jointly by the Modern Language Association, the
National Council on Teacher Education, and AAJC, 1968-1969. Three principal
goals were defined: (1) to involve every junior college English instructor in the
United States in the dialog; (2) to provide an authoritative profile of the junior
college English. instructor and department; and (3) to make recommendations
to improve the pre- and in-service preparation of junior college English
instructors. This article summarizes major findings of the study and
recommendations.

Solomon, Roger B. "Preparation for Teaching in Two-Year Colleges." Improving:
College and University Teaching, 16:125-127, Spring 1968.

The author proposes performance level and improved preparation Tor teachers in
two-year colleges, including in-service programs. summer study, and institutes.

Swets, Marinus M. "Instruction in a Junior College Freshmen English Honors
Class."Junior College Journal, 32:448-453, April 1962.

The author discusses the material and the techniques that he used in teaching an
honors class in freshmen English at Grand Rapids Junior College. Certain
tented,/ conclusions were drawn about its success.

Tickton, Sidney G."The Experimentation Needed in Teaching Larger Number of
Students." Junior College Journal, 32:12-20, September 1961.

Attention is focused on modern teaching innovations, curriculum, audio-visual
aids, and the physical plant.

Voegel, Georg H. Update 1: A Report of the Beginning Efforts in Instructional
Development at William Rainey Harper College. .Palatine, Ill., William Rainey
Harper College, 1970. 124p.

This is a report of a 6-week summer workshop on Instructional development
which took place at William Rainey Harper College in 1968 relating to
developing instructional concepts, objectives, and strategies and tactics that will
help achieve the objectivs.
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Waters, William R. "Faculty Load in Colleges and qniversities in the Chicago Area."
College and University, 39:325-330, Spring 1964.
This is a study of the.number of courses taught and the extent of related duties
of the faculty in 12 junior colleges and 24 senior colleges and universities in the
Chicago area

Wetzler, Wilson F. "Teaching Values in the Junior College Classroom." Junior
College Journal, 31:421-426, April 1 961.

. The, author explains some methods that may b. employed for teaching of
changing values.
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